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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

  

5.1 Conclusion 

 The result of the analysis describe the jargons used by the workers of 

Metric kitchen. The writer obtained by using research design, research informants, 

instruments, data collection, and data analysis. 

The workers of Kitchen set have their own language variation. When 

they communicate with some others worker, they uses language which make them 

understand well. They have their own language which sometimes is strange for 

others that do not belong to the group. Usually they talk about quality and 

quantity of the product and other similarly. The conversation is understood by 

other worker at surrounding, even though they are not in the production area. 

Holmes (1992:12), states that language variation is influenced by some factors, 

they are the participants, the setting, the topic, and the function. 

Language variation helps to distinguish one person, of group of people 

from others. All of us are also involved in language variation, which is more 

understood. We vary our language from one situation to another many times in the 

same day. 

In this paper, the research informants of this study on the register used by 

the workers of Metric Kitchen are a part of the workers of the Metric Kitchen. In 

this study the writer chooses 6 informants or participants involved in the 

investigation. The writer chooses them because they are qualified to represent the 
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other members in the workers Metric Kitchen. The informant will give 

information about the register, especially in the Kitchen set. 

 From the explanations above, the writer found several conversations are 

the registers how used by the workers in the metric kitchen. Some of register 

usually used by the workers of metric kitchen. The jargon they use i.e : Box FC, 

Box HC, Formatop, HPL, QC uot, End panel, Adjester, Cargo, Bak Panel, Wall 

breket, Nomor kontrak. 

We cannot talk to another without using language for communication. The 

workers of Metric Kitchen have their own language variations they used a 

language which makes them understand well. So, they used the register when they 

talk about quality of the product and other similarly. By using register, the 

conversation among workers runs smoothly, no misunderstanding, and more 

familiar. 

5.2 Suggestion 

 According to the conclusion the writer hope that thesis can be studied by 

the reader deeply and get the information about register how effect and the writer 

telize that the result of this research is far from being perfect she suggest to the 

other students to make better a research of the same topic. 
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